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About This Game

Telling people where to go is just the beginning. Welcome to Afterlife, a world-building simulation that lets you create the
hereafter in the here and now. Possessed of an unearthly sense of humor, it all begins in a god-knows-where galaxy. As a

"regional spiritual director" your task, given to you by the Powers That Be, is to develop two prime planes of “unreal estate” -
heaven and hell - simultaneously. Keep the billions of souls happy by giving them the rewards and punishments they deserve.

The wages of sin are plentiful. Open up your afterlife with the Pearly Gates of Heaven or the Fiery Gates of Hell, zone for the
Seven Deadly Sins and/or their respective Virtues. Then lay down some roads. Soon, the dearly departed arrive in droves. Keep

them in your afterlife and you flourish. Lose too many along the way and it may mean a visit from the Four Surfers of the
Apocalypso (not a good time). Factor in a half-dozen or so supernatural disasters (not including total annihilation), money

problems and headaches from the planet and you're in for infinite hours of gameplay.

• Over 200 artistically rendered rewards and punishments.
• Nearly 300 detailed tiles and buildings, more maps, graphs and charts than you can shake a pitchfork at.

• Plus it's the most sophisticated engine of any sim game beginning with the letter A.
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Title: Afterlife
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
LucasArts
Publisher:
Lucasfilm, Disney Interactive
Release Date: 1 Jan, 1996

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or newer

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: 16-bit sound card

Additional Notes: Mouse, Keyboard

English,French,Italian
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Flying is pretty fun. It is more arcadish than sim. So if you like planes and just want to mess around you will enjoy this game.

You have to maually patch this game to not have any crashes for windows 7 and probably 8 too.. refreshing idea in puzzle
games.. An amazing game lore-wise, music-wise, character-wise, art-wise, gameplay-wise, and pretty much everything-wise.. I
picked this up on sale with a few other games from Aldorlea - and all I can say is I'm mega unimpressed with the games they
churn out...

*PROS*
-Nice tilesets/mapping (for the most part)

*CONS*
- Inconsistency in style/color palette makes the game look very mish-mashed at times.
- AWFUL dialogue - like...I literally wanted to poke my eyes out reading it.
- The story is convoluted as hell - within the first 30 minutes it's just like...what? There's some town where rich people live,
you're sent to deliver something while your dad is injured - a fairy falls into your earrings and instead of returning home to your
sick/dying father you decide to compete in this town's elections...? I just didn't get what was happening.
- Battle system is boring as hell. I mean, sure it's the default - but it feels like next to no thought was put into battling/skill use
etc.

There are lots of RPGMaker-based games that deliver an amazing experience - this just isn't one of them.. 10/10 I came on my
PC screen. brb better clean it.. No don't get mad at me, I really like GS-youtube channel and appriciate how they have made
"warioware" into PC, genre that feels only to be dominated by Nintendo themselves.

The biggest problem I had when trying it was how there wasn't control tutorials before first time in certain sections. I just found
myself frustrating all the time because I didn't know the controls which are important to know immeadilty in these types of
games.

Anyway keep up the good work boys, not only on making great youtube-videos but also videogames!. A fun game i enjoy
playing except for all the glitches seems to freeze or quit randomly or sometimes u just can't build stuff. Get those fixed and this
is a really enjoyable game.. It has Solid State Scouter.. Very nice game. Puzzles are well designed and really mind demandant.
Had to crash my brain very often to acomplish the goals. Really entertaining, I recommend this game.
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Game worked twice on OSX and then just keeps crashing asking for developer tools. I cannot run it. :(. Mario 3d World clone.

but it sure is a fun one. Gorgeous game, both animation and music. Point & Click isn't my favorite genre, but I thoroughly
enjoyed it. They found a good compromise between making puzzles difficult enough, but never too frustrating, and immediately
starting you over right where you failed. It was a short game, but I didn't mind paying full price. Quality over quantity, I like
supporting gems like this.. Pretty fun. Ive played every motocross, supercross there has ever been and this one is pretty good. So
far most of the online tracks are pretty terrible though. Probably made by non riders, no rhythm or sense to most of them. Not
smooth at all. If you make a custom track test it out thoroughly please!. Game itself was quite nice but man it is so much P2W. I
had a lot of hours on different platform so this is way more than 1.7 hour review.. Game Information

True Fear: Forsaken Souls is an Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game that was developed by Goblinz and published by Digital
Lounge.

The game has some extra features that are only available in the collector's edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The
audio can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There are three different game modes to choose from: Casual; Advanced and Expert.

The notebook keeps tracks of progression in the game. Such as story events and clues.

There is an interactive map in the game. It allows the player to fast travel between each locations quickly without having the
need to constantly backtracking. It also indicates that there are variety of tasks that can be completed at various locations within
the game. The interactive map is automatically given at the start of the game.

There is a padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place to make it stationary.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Find 'x' amount and Traditional word lists. Some of these hidden object
scenes may require little or no interaction. Most of the hidden object scenes can be replayed in the game's extra feature section.

The puzzles are fairly easy without having the need to skip any of them. Most of the puzzles can be replayed in the game's extra
content section.

There is a collectible in the game, Character Figurines, they are scattered throughout the game for the player to find.

There are forty different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements does come
with some requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked.

There is a bonus chapter, but it can be accessed, only after the main story is completed.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Bonus Hidden Object Scenes; Bonus Puzzles; Wallpapers; Concept Art
and Game's Strategy Guide. Most of these extra features can be accessed only after the entire game is completed.

There are five different trading cards to collect. The game only drop three of those trading cards. There are several ways to get
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the rest of the trading cards: Purchased from the Steam's Community Market; Trade with friends; Booster Packs and its' Booster
Pack Creator.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend
this game, but not at the game's full price value.
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